Towards optimal flow diverter porosity for the treatment of intracranial aneurysm.
Low-porosity endovascular stents, known as flow diverters (FDs), have been proposed as an effective and minimally invasive treatment for sidewall intracranial aneurysms (IAs). Although it has been reported that the efficacy of a FD is substantially influenced by its porosity, clinical doctors would clearly prefer to do their interventions optimally based on refined quantitative data. This study focuses on the association between the porosity configurations and the FD efficacy, in order to provide practical data to help the clinical doctors optimize the interventions. Numerical simulations in fluid dynamics were performed using four patient-specific IA geometries, pulsatile velocity profiles and braided fully resolved FDs. The variation of velocity and wall shear stress within the IAs, were investigated in this study. Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) was used to solve the main challenge centered on the diversity of spatial scales since the typical diameter of struts of FDs is only 25μm while the artery normally can be larger by a hundred times. Numerical simulations revealed that the blood flow within IA sac was substantially reduced when the porosity is less than 86%. In particular, the flow condition within each IA sac is favorite to initialize thrombus formation when porosity is less than 70%. Our study suggests the existence of a porosity threshold below which the efficacy of a FD will be sufficient for the patients to initialize the thrombus formation. Therefore, by estimating the porosity of FD on patient-specific information, it may be potentially to predict whether or the blood flow condition will successfully become prothrombotic after the FD intervention.